Abstract
Introduction
Monitoring is the most important basic function for healthcare. Knowing the patient's location is useful for monitoring assistance. The localization in e-health environment is indoor localization, which is different from GPS based outdoor position. Wireless sensor network is an prominent tool to identify mobile node's positions in absolute or relative coordinates systems, which has been received increasing attention [1] [2] [3] .
It's common of using wireless signal strength to estimate the locations of the moving devices based on the fixed reference devices with their location information. The classic methods to estimate the indoor location are time-of-arrival (TOA) [4] , time-difference-ofarrival (TDOA) [5] , angle-of-arrival (AOA) [6] , and received signal strength (RSS) [7] .
While the synchronization error will exist forever, TOA method will lead to exactly accurate because it is based on signal travel times between nodes. Avoiding this time error, TDOA method uses the difference of the signals' arrival time between anchor nodes, but an extra hardware (anchor nodes) is required. The angles between unknown node and a number of anchor nodes are used in the AOA method to estimate the location. TDOA, AOA also need extra hardware. However, the RSS based technique needs no additional hardware and it is simple to be implemented for in-building applications, and it has established the mathematical model on the basis of path loss attenuation with distance. RSS indication (RSSI) based localization is simple and the cost of implementation is
Related Works
The majority of studies on RSS based localization have been performed [12] . However, the effect of spurious disturbances on the accuracy of RSS-based indoor localization is still existed. The RSS-based localization methods need no extra hardware, alternatively, they store coordinate information which is related to RSSI fingerprints. The RADAR [13] system illustrates the principle of RSS-based localization.
Figure 1. Overview of RSSI Fingerprinting
As shown in Figure 1 , there are two phases. In the fingerprints capture phase, a map of RSSI fingerprints is constructed for a given floor. The floor has been divided into a grid of cells. For each cell, the fingerprint can be collected. In location prediction phase, portable device will read RSSI and use classification techniques to predict its location cell that has a similar fingerprint. Then, the predicted location will be shown on the map.
Based on RSS fingerprint, there exist several algorithms that can be used to determine the position of a target through RSS measurements. There are two types methods: geometric methods and statistical method. Minimum-maximum method (min-max) is the classic geometric method and the maximum likelihood method is the representative of statistical method.
Statistical method and artificial neural network method are proposed in [7] for distance measure. The experiments show that the most important factor for distance estimation is the transmission power according to the relevant distance. Min-Max algorithm is proposed to overcome the large attenuation measurement error for in-building wireless applications [2] . A parameter variations tolerance method is proposed in [14] and it is more accurate as time increases. A Sigma-Point Kalman Smoother (SPKS)-based location algorithm, which extend Kalman filter is proposed and it shows its superior in localization accuracy [15] . Hongliang and Meng [16] proposed a transmit-power adaptive localization algorithm based on particle filtering for sensor networks assisted by multiple transmitpowers.
As we know, RSSI value varies over time due to non-negligible multipath fading, especially in indoors environments. This will affect location measurement accuracy. As a perfect solution, different fingerprints in physical space have different signal values can decide position. Especially, the signal values are far apart which leads to good locate precision. For a system designer, it is most important to construct a map or fingerprint database for a given environment. As usually, an optimization fingerprint map will be decides by the number of AP (Access point), the location of AP, and the size of lattice. In this point, researchers have considered the use of strategically positioned anchors, theoretical modeling of signal space, and calibration to quickly build the database [17] . The RSSI database is build once a time, but the localization accuracy is different according to different algorithm. Brett and Chin [12] have surveyed several RSSIFP systems and divided localization algorithms into deterministic and probabilistic methods. In which, k-nearest neighbor and Bayesian algorithms represent deterministic and probabilistic methods accordingly. Also, found AP number affected the localization accuracy from 2.2m 38% with three APs [13] to 3m 90% with 33APs [17] . Future more, Barsocchi et al [18] found that APs tend to drift in and out of range frequently, and proved only a subset of APs is used for localization.
Research Methodology
As we know, the RSS is influenced by reflections, shadowing, and fading of radio waves. The indoor environment is complex and in which the wave is a Non-Line-Sight transfer. In the same position, the RSS is dynamically changeable according to different time, temperature, humidity, and movement objects etc. So, traditional RSSI fingerprints used to location prediction results errors. The stability of receiving signal strength is essential for position predication. The general flow of revised signal strength localization method is: RSSI fingerprint collection, RSSI revising, position prediction. Figure 2 depicts the floor plan of experimental site in ubiquitous life care research center, where the floor size is 6m×9m. The system infrastructure was composed of one mobile node (i.e., the target), one fixed node (i.e., anchor node), four APs in the corner of room. The floor was divided into 260 test points located on a grid with a resolution of 50 cm. The fixed node was hanged on the center of ceiling which is 260-cm high, which is represented with squares in Figure 2 .
A. Infrastructure of Test-Bed
There is a home gateway server receiving the localization request and the RSS change message. In practice, the mobile node sends a message to home gateway when its received RSSI is changed. The home gateway requests anchor node to send RSSI information when it receives message from mobile node. The home gate way receives RSSI measurement from mobile node and anchor node, and then, it makes mobile location prediction based on stored RSSI fingerprint and deterministic algorithm.
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B. Data Collection
In order to minimize the exchange of messages and the data processing time, data collection should be performed on the anchor node and mobile node, while data processing should be executed in home gateway as a personal computer allows an exhaustive statistical analysis.
In this phase, the RSSI fingerprint data are collected for 260 test points. In order to identify all available APs, the 802.11 spectrum all channels are scanned. Also, the time varying effect should be removed and a robust picture of the APs' signal strength are built. We use WiFi application programming interface (API) to capture the RSSI values in dBm.
The measuring process was repeated 100 times for each of the 260 test point locations, resulting in a total amount of 104000 RSS values collected. The achieved measurement repeatability was quite high, i.e., always within 1  dBm. The average value of each AP is used to represent as RSSI fingerprint. For the 260 RP (Reference Point) points, the RSSI information was grasped every 1 s over a period of 2 min. After each 2 min scanning, the average RSSI for each AP for a certain RP position is inserted into the fingerprint database. A truncated example of this file is shown in Table 1 . 
C. Fingerprint Correction
The signal is fluctuant even though the indoor environment is unchanged. The signal strength is normal distributed without any interference. So, in fingerprint database, we use mean value over 100 times as the RSS value to overcome the signal's instability. But for the localization, we need measure the RSS and make prediction immediately; average value is not acceptable for real time requirement. Even though the environment is unchanged, the RP's RSSI change with the signal power from AP time to time. So, we need construct a map function from real time signal power to RSSI fingerprint data.
While in fingerprint measurement, we capture the anchor node's fingerprint Through this step, the mean RSSI based fingerprint database FP is transferred into a time based fingerprint database FP'. In this system, the corrected fingerprint data are stored as a multi-copy with time tag. As a result, there are many fingerprint copies in the system. As the signal will change over time, the localization can make precise prediction with different fingerprints according to time stamp.
D. Position Prediction
The localization problem based on fingerprint can shortly be formalized as follows. Consider the set of nodes   We can divide the position prediction into two steps: the KNN (k-nearest neighbor) reference nodes selection, and the position estimation.
( 
Also, we know the strong signal strength is useful to localization but the weak signal will cause more deviation. It means different signal strength has different contribution for position prediction. The weight of each RSS is calculated as:
While the RSSI is a negative value, the weaker strength the RSSI is smaller, but the absolute value is bigger. So, using || 
The KNN algorithm is used to calculate the signal distances, which between mobile node and RP points, and choose the smallest four distances RP points as the neighbor points.
(2) Position Estimation Position estimation is calculating the mobile node ( , ) p x y based on the 4 nearest neighbor RP nodes mentioned above. We adopt weighted centroid localization (WCL) [19] algorithm to calculate the centroid of the coordinates ( , )
of the so-called KNN RP position, which are stored in fingerprint database. More specifically, the estimated position of the mobile node is given by:
Where k is the number of the nearest neighbor RP position of mobile node. It is worth noticing that the centroid results the center of the i RP coordinates. It means that the p is the center of its four nearest points.
Actually, equation (5) is most likely to be unsatisfied in practice because it assumes all the neighbor nodes are equally near the mobile node, in [19] , the introduction of a function, which assigns a greater weight to the points closest to the mobile node, was proposed. The result is the WCL algorithm, which estimates the position of the target node as:
Experimental Results
We implemented the proposed localization algorithm based on the Wifi. In our Lab, there are four wireless access point which are deployed to send out signal and one Zigbee based node hung in the ceiling to receive the signal. The user is equipped with smart cell phone which acts as mobile node. The server based home gateway will receive the requests, process the data and make position prediction.
The wireless access points are deployed at corners as shown in Figure 2 , two on desk about 1 meter above floor, two on the floor. As there is some furnitures in the home, the signal sent from floor has larger attenuation as shown Figure 4 . This experiment was executed at a fixed point to measure the signals from four APs about 60 minutes. Thus, the signal of AP1 and AP2 are more stable than AP3, AP4. 
Figure 4. RSSI Measurements in the Mobile Device
From the Figure 4 , we know the signal of AP1, AP2 are suitable for localization. However, this is a static environment. For healthcare, the elders will move and need making prediction. So, the moving object is not considered means the human body is not considered. In the next simulation, we not only use these two APs, but we also consider the other two APs which are affected by attenuation largely.
We make a comparison between the traditional fingerprint (FP) localization algorithm, signal revised fingerprint (rFP) localization algorithm, and WCL based signal revised fingerprint (wrFP) localization algorithm. For measurement of the accuracy of the estimated position for each localization algorithm, the root mean square distance error (RMSE) is used.
Where n is the number of position the mobile node visited, the ( , ) ii xy and ( , ) Table 2 shows the max position error and mean error for each algorithm according to different AP which has been adopted From the results, the wrFP algorithm adopting three AP is the best choice for our experiment. Also, table 2 indicates that the localization precision is about 1 meter even though our gird solution is 0.5 meter. This is because our AP is deployed indoors and our experiment environment is not wide enough. In addition, the RSSI values between FP points are not apart enough. The no distinguished RSSI values will cause the localization error. Compared to literature [12] , our results is better.
Theoretically, the more AP will generate high localization precision. However, for our environment, the three AP is better than Four AP, because the AP3 and AP4 fluctuate greatly. The more fluctuant signal will decrease the prediction accuracy. Figure 5 indicates that the revised signal based fingerprint algorithm decreases the localization error sharply, compared to traditional fingerprint algorithm. The wrPF algorithm presented here has the least localization error which is less than 1 meter. In most cases, wrPF algorithm localization accuracy is much closed to rPF whose localization error is about 1 to 1.5 meters.
Conclusion
The new signal revised RSSI based localization algorithm is proposed in this paper. The basic approach is to divide the network area into the small grids and perform the localization using the position grid. Based on traditional RSSIFP method, an anchor node is adopted as a RSS correction reference for the fingerprint database. This anchor node can remove the signal attenuation in a better way. We construct a test-bed using simple equipments and get a good performance. The experiments show that the proposed approach can achieve high location estimation accuracy for in-building wireless localization applications.
